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Dem Fools / Rumor - Tour Italia 2014 

On the 20th of April 2014 award winning Dublin band Dem Fools embark on their first international tour of Milan 
and Northern Italy. 
Teaming up with young Italian three-piece “Rumor” - themselves hailing from the shores of Lago Maggiore, Dem 
Fools are set to play 5 shows in Italy, and return where the Irish leg of the tour commences May 4th with 5 gigs 
over 5 nights in Dublin. 
The brainchild of Irish singer songwriter Ray Heffernan, this is the birth of a very special new project "Gigswig". A 
simple concept based on an army of singer-songwriters, bands and musicians all fighting the good fight, striving to 
carve out a living and dreaming of foreign stages. Gigswig is making this a reality, giving both bands the chance to 
gain crucial experience living as touring musicians.  It's an opportunity to play an international tour, to share and 
learn with peers and hone their craft playing to international audiences.   
 
A limited edition double EP featuring three tracks by each of the bands will be released on April (Dem) Fools Day 
which will be available through the bands social media sites and at shows. 
 
Tour dates include: 
Italy - 22nd April - Essattoria, Arona; 24th April - Durty Nelly’s, Borgomanero; 25th April - Agorá, Cusano Milanino; 
26th April - Il Kantiere, Verbania 
Dublin - 5th May - Balcony TV Dublin, 6th May - Whelan's; 7th May - Zodiac Sessions, Bruxelles; 8th May - The 
Gypsy Rose; 9th May - Ollies Place, Skerries; 10th May - Michael Collins, Rush 

Credentials and Quotes 

Dem Fools - MRU Award Best Alt/Ska Act and recent winners of the inaugural 12 Bar Productions BOTB, have 
played on stages across the country including The Salty Dog Stage at Electric Picnic, Dublin City Soul Festival and 
Charleville Castle. They have played alongside Irish favourites like Aslan, Kodaline, The RipeTide Movement, 
Hozier and support to acts such as Mr Jerry Fish and international touring act The Mike Scala band. 
Dem Fools have built a fine reputation for their uplifting and eclectic performances, described by Sir Bob Geldof 
as "My favourite act so far, these guys can really play…" in the YouBloom international song competition. 
"You have no excuse to not check this band out. There are feel-good, unique and lovable band that demand 
attention with their ability to change things up and their one-of-a-kind image and sound. - Claire Kane - Chew 
Your Own Fat 
 
Rumor - A talented trio, with an average age twenty and so much energy on stage. Their music has its roots in 
rock music, and it embraces the latest indie-rock movement with a sincere pop attitude. Their lyrics, all in Italian, 
are minimal but intense. In 2013 they released their first album, a five track EP, which is the result of their 
collaboration with producer Sergio Quagliarella. They played on the most important stages in the Northern Italy 
and they are beginning to emerge even farther.  
"The cutting of the trio, without hesitation approaches to new generations of Italian music with a liberal use of 
language and no hesitation from the instrumental point of view, where they have a tendency to hit hard and let 
go". (Stefano Hourria - Highway Italy) 
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